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Chief Diving Supervisor and Bottom Times 
Editor 
MSG Christopher Green  
 

Hello from Fort Leonard Wood!  It was a quick turnaround from being 

deployed in February to replacing MSG Ramirez as the Chief Diving 

Supervisor here in Missouri.  I know that I have big shoes to fill, but I will do 

everything that I can to keep our awesome field moving forward and in the 

right direction.  I would like to thank MSG Ramirez for the turn over and to 

SSG Winter for helping me transition into my new unit.       

 The biggest doctrine change that we have is the approval of AR 611-

75.  The biggest change is to how we rate and award our First Class Divers 

after they become command qualified diving supervisors.  I am in the process 

of updating DA PAM 600-25 so DA promotion boards see what Soldiers are 

competitive for promotion.  

I have looked into the new DA approved instructor badges and realized 

that some of us are mistaken on who can where them and who can’t.  As of 

right now we only have Soldiers authorized to wear the Army Instructor Badge and we have SSG D’Angelo 

and SSG Bailey knocking on the door for being awarded the Senior Instructor Badge.  There is a huge 

difference between the old Engineer School Basic, Senior, and Master Instructor levels and the DA 

approved instructor certifications.  Those of us awarded the instructor level from the 1st EN BDE 

commander are not allowed to wear the badge.  The new Army Instructor badge is only awarded for wear 

by the NCOA commandant, and the Senior, and Master badges are awarded by the Ft. Leonard Wood 

commanding general.  So long story short, if you were awarded the instructor level by the 1st EN BDE you 

are not authorized the badge.   

This is what our MOS 

looks like as of 30 June 2016.  

You can see that we are over 

strength.  Keep your noses clean 
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because there is no good reason to grant waivers or exceptions for Soldiers with disciplinary issues.  Because 

of our over strength numbers we have already seen a huge change in the throughput of Soldiers at dive 

school.  We have lost five Phase I courses and one Phase II course.  If we keep over strength numbers the 

Army could start looking at our MOS for QSP.  To show that you are not homesteading and that you 

continue to get assigned to different positions throughout our field it would be in your best interest to not 

lock yourself into a duty position and to strive to get assigned to different career enhancing positions.  This 

is important in the SSG and above ranks.  Move from an MTOE position to a TDA position and then move 

on so that our minimal positions keep getting filled with other divers looking to diversify.  Remember, you 

do not help yourself or others out by keeping a duty position longer than what is intended.  This goes 

especially for TDA positions.  For those that are thinking of jumping ship, remember that we have luckily 

always had it good due to being understrength.  Our numbers look like the rest of the Army and now we are 

being promoted as such.  

Some of you have asked me my thoughts on personnel movements within our field.  First let me say 

that HRC just see numbers and if there is a vacancy they fill it with someone that is ready to move.  They 

act on what is best for the Army not the Soldier.  My job as their direct representative is to do what is best 

for the dive field and for the careers of the Soldiers that serve in it.  I will still listen to what Soldiers want 

and if there is a way that I can do what is best for the dive field and for you then I will.  If you would like 

to request an upcoming assignment, please work with your unit First Sergeants.    

 As for the Bottom Times, I would like to thank everyone for their article submissions.  I know 

many people look forward to reading the latest and greatest about Army diving.  In addition, if there is 

anyone that did not receive this newsletter via email and would like to, send your contact information to:  

christopher.d.green3.mil@mail.mil 
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Training Developer 
SSG Brian Winter  

Hello from sunny Missouri, paradise of the Midwest!  There are a lot of exciting and stimulating 

developments occurring out here!  In all seriousness, some progress is being made here on several fronts 

that can benefit 12D junior Soldiers and leaders alike.  I am making some headway on developing the 

individual critical tasks for the field, but it is a slow and grueling process.  Also, I am making some 

progress on the credentialing front, meaning that hopefully soon Soldiers reporting to Panama City for 

training (either Phase II, ALC, or SLC) will be able to walk away with the civilian-equivalent certification 

of their current level of dive training – all paid for by the Engineer School.   

 Looking towards the future, I will be working on the arduous chore of writing the remainder of the 

41 tasks that need to be developed.  Once complete, these tasks will be used to update the Soldier 

Training Publications, which can then be used by leaders at all levels to support their Soldiers as they 

develop their technical capabilities.   

 The 12D field can support me…and themselves…a couple of ways.  The first is by having every 

Soldier establish and periodically check their 12D milSuite accounts 

(https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/army-engineer-dive-field).  I use this forum to post proposed tasks 

for submission to TRADOC, along with other relevant information I come across up here.  The more 

feedback I receive, the better the task I can develop.  Also, keep me informed about changes in tactics or 

about errors in current task doctrine.  I will use this information to ensure the tasks I write are accurate 

and reflect current practices in the field.  My goal is to develop products people can actually use to help 

them develop training and support mission success.   

 That is all for now.  I love all of your faces.  SSG Winter out.   
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Combat Developer 
SFC Joshua West 
 

Farewell to SFC Kneipp and his family as they begin a new chapter in Panama City Beach 

Florida. There are many exciting products that SFC Kneipp assisted in developing while he was here. I 

am finding my way around here at Capabilities Development and Integration Directorate (CDID) and how 

that fits into the Maneuver Support Center of Excellence (MSCoE). I realized quickly I didn’t know much 

about Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS). The world here in Missouri is a 

different one. If you don’t like snakes or ticks stay away! Units should have received the long awaited 26 

CFM Bauer Compressors. Components of the Family of Boats and Motors (FoBaM) are scheduled to 

arrive soon (within the next five years) starting with the Rigid Inflatable Boat (RIB) pictured below. 

FoBaM will also include air wing inflatable boats which do ride differently than the zodiac. The motors 

are Evinrude multi fuel 30 HP, these motors should make life easier for us.  I am also working on how to 

better procure wetsuits for each Soldier. Executive Officers should contact me for more information. In 

the near future SSG Winter and I will be investigating aerial hydrographic capabilities. This piece of 

equipment might assist the hydro process in surf 

zones. All divers remember, the field is in charge 

of the development of its equipment. When you 

are on missions and think a different piece of 

gear would change the outcome of the mission in 

terms of safety or efficiency let me or SFC Niese 

know. If you have any suggestions send me a 

mail Joshua.c.west.mil@mail.mil.            

Recently I was made aware of a new piece of equipment on the market which was recently added 

to the AMU list. Diver6 is made by a company out of Oceanside, California. Basically there is a pinger 

that the diver wears while the supervisor can monitor the diver’s location on a small computer screen 

topside. I did call the company and investigated this piece of equipment more. I personally did not think 

this gear was suitable for what we do. Feel free to look into this piece of equipment yourself and if the 

field wants to add this to our tool kit then I will try to make it happen.  http://www.diver6.com/   
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Material Developer 
SFC Christopher Niese 

 
Greeting from the land of new equipment and supply catalogs. The new Type I and Type II Dive 

compressors are now in your hands or will be soon. They have DA authenticated TM’s and are fully 

supported through the supply system. We finally have the ability to order the parts we need without 

having to use the government purchase card.  

We received the first production unit of the Underwater Construction Set earlier this year and are 

currently working hard on the manuals and to provision the set. The first new Underwater Construction 

set will arrive in field the third quarter of FY17. It will come in an ISU 90 to give us a little more room to 

be able to store the equipment better and allow for rapid inventory without removing every item in the 

container.  

The first production model of the Deep Sea Set is under construction and we expect to receive it in 

December. This will allow us to start writing the technical manuals and the provisioning process. We 

expect the DSS to begin fielding in late FY17. The new DSS will come with several upgrades to your 

current equipment. The KM 97 passed NEDU testing and has been added to the AMU list. The first stage 

regulators are approved for cold water service on the AMU list. It will also come with hot water suites, 

and contaminated water suites.  

We are also working with the ENFIRE Product Manager to incorporate a survey grade GPS unit 

that has the possibility to give us sub centimeter accuracy. This will eliminate the accuracy issues that the 

field is currently having with the DAGR. 

As always we will continue to work hard to get the best equipment out to the field in a timely 

manner and continue to resolve ongoing issues.  

DEEP SEA! 
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Defense POW MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA) 
SFC Jeramy Bays 

ALOHA from the land of travel and blue seas! 

This year SSG Daniel Bevell left DPAA to become a SQD Leader with the 511th.  His 

indefatigable stamina and willingness to throw things on the ground will be sorely missed!  SSG Bevell’s 

Underwater Recovery NCO position has been filled by SFC Jeramy Bays.  DPAA also has a new 

Underwater Team Leader as CPT Alessandro Licopoli, aka CPT Leadership, moved on to assume 

command of the 7th Engineer Dive Detachment.  The new Underwater Team Leader is none other than 

CPT Troy Davidson.  He doesn’t have a nickname yet but we look forward to giving him one.  We also 

look forward to watching him try to wedge his 6’6” frame into the bunk of a Navy ship every night for 

three months straight while on a recovery mission.  

 DPAA has closed out two mission sites this year!  In the 

fall of 2015 the team traveled to Italy to excavate a B-24J 

Liberator heavy bomber site in the North Adriatic Sea.  While in 

Italy the team excavated 976 square meters of material from the 

ocean depths.  The team was able to close the site after 70+ 

deployed days and 27,272 minutes of bottom time over the 

course of 228 dives. 

Following a brief rest spent enjoying the warm 

weather of Hawaii the team traveled deep into the South 

Pacific Ocean to excavate a TBF Avenger torpedo 

bomber site in Simpson Harbor, Rabaul, Papua New 

Guinea.  During 100+ deployed days the team excavated 

794 square meters of material and accumulated 41,931 

minutes of bottom time over the course of 802 dives.  This endeavor resulted in the closing of the original 

mission site and the opening of another site to be performed at a later date.   

Consolidated B-24 Liberator 

Grumman Avenger TBF/TBM Torpedo Bomber 
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SFC Bays recently returned from Master Diver Evaluations and was successful in his endeavor by 

adding a new MDV to the DPAA Team.  Looking ahead, SFC Kratsas and SFC Bays will be attending a 

hyperbaric course in San Antonio Texas. This course should enhance their knowledge in hyperbaric 

operations and will be put to good use in the austere environments that they find themselves in.   

Sincerely, 

You’re DPAA Ohana 
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A/169th Engineer Battalion  
U.S. Army Engineer Dive School 
CPT Ezra Swanson 

 
 Training and Molding!  That’s greetings from Alpha Company of the 169th Engineer Battalion at 

the Naval Diving and Salvage Training 

Center. Special thanks to my predecessor, 

CPT Dave Guerdan. His dedication, 

leadership, and long hours have left an 

indelibly positive mark on Alpha Company 

and the Dive Field. Dave will be filling a 

newly created position at USACE—Great 

Lakes and Ohio River Division in 

Cincinnati Ohio. Best of luck Dave, Deep 

Sea!  

 In 2014 Alpha Company was chosen over all of TRADOC to compete against the rest of the Army for 

the coveted Itschner Award.  In 2015 we did one better and were recognized by the Engineer Regiment in 

winning the Army Itschner Award.  The award 

submission consists of visual documentation and 

narration of the company's training, Soldier 

development, contributions to the community, and 

contributions to the Regiment. At organizational 

levels from battalion to Army-wide, a board 

decides the winner of the Itschner award to 

recognize the outstanding achievements of 

Engineer companies and forwards the best 

submissions to the next level of the Itschner 

competition.  

LTC Preston passes the Guidon to CPT Swanson 

LTG Bostick presents CPT Guerdan with the Itschner Award 
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 Following Change of Command Alpha 

Company didn’t waste any time getting back to 

training, sending SFC Wulczynski and SSG Stull to 

train with 7th Special Forces Group.  The training 

focused on mission planning in littoral zones.  Both 

benefited from the mission planning aspect, which 

they receive limited exposure to in the day to day 

management of training.  

 Class 16-10-A2C had a strong finish to their training, even receiving keys 

from the Mayor of Panama City at their graduation.  In the Commander’s 

Challenge SSG Forbing and SPC Byrd came danger close to beating CPT 

Swanson and LT Kloiber.  The class graduated in May, culminating with the 

seven newest members to the field: SPC Kenneth Byrd, PV2 Pierce Castro, 

SPC Austin Hendrickson, PV2 Dakota Lee, PFC Kyle Lemos, PFC Chase 

Morash, and PV2 Daniel Sivori.  

 

But 16-10-A2C was not the only class with a strong finish, 

16-10-AMDV had a strong showing from SFC Bays and SFC 

Tanfield.  Both graduated, earning their MDV Badge and ready 

for the hard work of guiding the field.  Their AMDV course will 

be the last one to occur during the A2C class’ week out at sea. In 

order to ensure the A2C and UCTB students get their out to sea 

dive training, AMDV will now occur at the end of the course 

during the Army STRAND.   

 Alpha Company participated in the Quick Look Group/Detailed Analysis Group (QLG/DAG) 

between the Engineer School, the Center for Explosive Ordinace and Diving (CEODD), and the Center 

for Seabees and Facilites Engineering (CSFE).  The QLG/DAG’s purpose was to identify the feasiblity of 

consolidating the Army Diver, Navy Fleet Diver, and Navy Seabee Diver second class and first class 

courses in the same manner MEDO was consolidated into JDO.  The QLG determined there was not 

The zodiac navigation course, our team was the 
only one to find all points 

SPC Byrd crushes the Dips 

SFC Bays controls the side 
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enough similar instruction to consolidate the first class courses, but that doing the DAG on the second 

class coures was justified.  The DAG determined it would be beneficial to consolidate the Army Diver 

and Navy Seabee Diver courses, but that the Navy Diver course would not be part of the consolidation.  If 

the process continues the A2C/UCTB will become a single consolidated course in FY19.   

Over the last year the Army First Class course has been changed to add seven additional days of 

dive supervisor operations.  This will meet the intent of providing first class students a more balanced 

crawl, walk, run approach.  We removed second class level technical training that had been implemented 

over the last 10 years (operate ROV, operate side scan sonar, etc..).   

 As of FY17, Second Class Dive course will only conviene two times per year.  This will allow us 

to train our divers more efficiently, no longer overlapping classes, and reduce the load on our instructors.  

However, the option to convene three times per year is still available in the event of increased demand for 

Army Divers or if there are significant issues with the now extended holdunder period. 

Alpha Company has also bid farewell to two outstanding members of our community. Though 

they will no longer be wearing the uniform, they will always remain part of our community. In closing, 

Alpha Company would like to wish fair winds and following seas to the following soldiers leaving our 

formation: 

 

MSG Brett Boyer: After a full career spanning 28 years, MSG/MDV Brett Boyer retired from the dive 

field and the Army. Brett last served as the Alpha Company First Sergeant and will leave behind  a legacy 

for future divers to strive for. He now lives with his wife Tammy in Gainesville, FL. 

 

SSG James O’Donoghue: After fulfilling his duties here at Alpha Company, SSG O’Donoghue decided to 

take his talents to the civilian sector as a project manager in central Florida.  
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84th Engineer Battalion 
7th Engineer Dive Detachment 
1SG Thomas Christesen 
 

Aloha from the 7th out in Hawaii!  The last year has been kind to us and the team has been able to 

accomplish many great things. The crown jewel of 2015 was the incredible salvage of a 77’ fishing vessel 

from the Honolulu harbor.  Although many said it couldn’t be done, the team, headed by SSG Craig was 

able to float the sunken craft in just under two weeks.  Their determination and expertise enabled the boat 

to be towed out of the harbor, which freed up pier space and allowed port operations to return to normal.    

In August, several members of the team deployed to 

Saipan to assist in disaster response operations after the 

island was devastated by Typhoon Soudelor.  The divers 

performed assessments and surveyed the damage in 

Tanapag Harbor.  As the only Army diving asset in the 

pacific, the ability of the detachment to quickly respond to 

such emergencies is one of the main requirements of the 

7th.  After a well-deserved holiday break, the unit hit the 

ground running in 2016.  We started off by conducting a 

Deep Blue training exercise to certify and test our up and coming diving supervisors.  In true deep sea 

fashion the exercise wouldn’t have been complete without the loss of the LSV’s stern anchor on the first 

day of diving.  The team spent the next day floating the 5000lb anchor to the surface from a depth of 

130fsw and loading it back onto the LSV.  We completed the remainder of the exercise by diving to bone 

crushing depths of 23 fsw inside the port.  Next we were called to 

recover a helicopter’s firefighting bucket that fell into the 

Helemano Reservoir at the Dole Plantation.  It was a great 

opportunity to put our side scan sonar skills to the test and gain 

much needed experience diving in zero visibility conditions.  Due 

to the diligence of many members of the team we were able to 

navigate around numerous obstacles such as tractors, vehicles and 

SPC Griffith and SGT Walcott conduct an 
inspection in Saipan 

SSG Craig surveys the Judy K on the 
surface 
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cables to locate and recover the 500lb apparatus from the 

bottom of the reservoir.  It also allowed our supervisors to put 

their altitude diving knowledge to the test.  In April we 

conducted a three day underwater demo range at the Puuloa 

range complex off the coast of Oahu.  The team used small 

boats and the LSV to initiate nine 20lb charges over three 

days using several different methods.  The audio and video 

data collected during the training will be used to further study the effects of explosives on marine wildlife 

and the environment.  We found time to provide a unique 

diving opportunity for the team on the USS Arizona in Pearl 

Harbor.  We performed reenlistments on the deck of the ship 

for SSG Behr and SGT Emory, as well as a promotion 

ceremony for CPT McCorkle using XLDS.  Following the 

ceremonies, our newest Soldiers received their dive coins on 

the memorial in true deep sea diver fashion.  It was a great 

experience for the team and we look forward to continuing our 

support of preservation activities at the site.  Finally, we conducted our underwater change of command 

between CPT Davidson and CPT Licopoli in June.  We would like to extend our deep sea gratitude to 

CPT Davidson and his wife Jordan for all of their support and leadership to the team over the last 18 

months.  Their next assignment will take them just across the street as he takes over as the DPAA dive 

officer.  We welcome CPT Licopoli and his wife Pamela to the unit as they also move across the street to 

us from his assignment as the DPAA dive officer.  We are also losing long time diving supervisor 

extraordinaire SSG Behr after four years of outstanding service to the 7th Dive Det.  He and his family 

will be moving to Panama City to teach our up and coming diving supervisors the ropes as part of the 

A1C instructor team.  We wish them the best and thank them for all of their support.  We would like to 

welcome several new members to Hawaii as they join us from various places around the Army.  We 

gained three new divers since the last issue of Bottom Times: PFC Timothy Sparks, PFC Nicholas 

Lowden and PFC Aaron Gaugler all joined the team after graduating from 2C in late 2015.  They have hit 

the ground running and will continue to hone their skills under the tutelage of our talented pool of deep 

Divers on the deck of the USS Arizona 

Divers deploy during Deep Blue 
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sea divers.  We gained a long awaited mechanic who comes to us from Schofield Barracks; SPC(P) 

Jayson Reimers joined the team in February and has already started work to ensure our shiny fleet of 

vehicles remains mission ready.  The next Bottom Times is guaranteed to detail the incredible events soon 

to transpire as the entire unit participates in the 2016 Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) joint exercise. We 

will have the opportunity to work alongside fellow diving units from all over the world during a five week 

training event across the island of Oahu.  We will also conduct a three week construction training event to 

hone our skills relating to Port Opening/Harbor Clearance operations in September.  This will provide 

valuable experience using our cutting/welding and hydraulic packages.  That is all from our detachment in 

Hawaii.  Aloha and Deep Sea! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deploying divers during U/W demolition training 
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92nd Engineer Battalion 
74th Engineer Dive Detachment 
CPT Peter Doblar 

 
The 74th has had a great 2015 and 2016. There has been a deployment to Kuwait, a change in the 

leadership team, multiple missions across the globe, and every member of the team becoming better 

divers and supervisors.   

The 74th said goodbye to CPT Wilson, 1SG Green, SFC Wulczynski, SSG Brown, SGT Novoa, 

and SPC Bingham; and welcomed SFC Lester, SPC Rodriguez, PFC Savori, PFC Bird, PFC Morash, PFC 

Rininger, and CPT Doblar.  We look forward to all the contributions that they will surely bring to the 

team.  SSG Damon is attending the 6 month schooling option, SSG Howard was accepted into WOC, and 

SFC Tanfield will be joining the team as the new PSG after he completed his stressful, but successful, 

MDV evaluations. 

In May 2015 the team deployed to Kuwait in support of Operation Spartan Shield.  During the 

deployment the team conducted 74 missions, in 4 countries, completed 3 multi-week training exercises, 

and worked jointly with the US Navy, Coast Guard, and Marine Corps; while conducting relations and 

operations with the Kuwaiti Navy and Coast Guard as part of ongoing operations with the Ministry of 

Interiors and the Ministry of Defense.  

Divers spent time in Oman, Dubai, 

UAE, and Bahrain for ATFPs where 

they were able to both absorb the 

culture (Job’s Tomb!) and assist the 

Army’s watercraft in their movements.  
A boat teams enters the surf during a PT challenge ran by SGT Baron 
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At KNB there were multiple ships husbandry missions to keep vessels operational. The US Coast Guard 

diverted their routes just so that we could dive on their vessels because they were so tired of dealing with 

the Navy Divers.   

While in Kuwait, 82% of the team 

completed Combatives Lv 1, and 41% 

completed Combatives Lv 2; SGT Nolff, 

SGT Clark, SGT Madigan, and SPC Audet 

graduated from WLC with SGT Nolff and 

SGT Madigan making commandants list.  

SGT Rabe worked with the US Embassy and 

Ministry of the Interiors to help train an all 

new Kuwaiti Female VIP security force.  

SSG Lee, SGT Clark, SGT Nolff, SPC Dawley, SPC Currey, and SPC Lewis were promoted, SSG 

Howard, SSG Damon, SGT Nolff, and SPC Audet reenlisted, and SGT Rabe made Salvage diver.  Every 

E6 became a command qualified diving supervisor during the Persian Deep Blue.  Two Kuwaiti’s were 

also treated for decompression sickness.  74th also took part in an EOD mission to explosively destroy 6 

armored cars in the wastelands of Northwest Kuwait.     

  
 

  

SGT Rabe is recognized by a 3 star Kuwaiti General/Sheik in 
charge of the Ministry of the Interior 

Kuwaiti Army Soldier exits the 
chamber following a treatment table 

SGT Benner and 1SG Green enjoy some time on the 
demo range with EOD 
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While in Kuwait, CPT Doblar took over for CPT Wilson. This marks the end of two years of 

command for CPT Wilson and he will be missed.  Upon returning from Kuwait 1SG Green handed over 

responsibility to acting 1SG Lester.  This culminated almost 5 years as 1SG of the 74th, and he definitely 

left big shoes to fill.   

 
  

 

The team is currently in the middle of reset operations balancing the drive to do amazing missions 

with the constraints of not having any dive equipment.  But as the end of reset approaches, we are looking 

at many promising possibilities.  We have already completed an M4, M249, hand grenade, and AT4 

range.  Soon SGT (P) Indeck, and SGT (P) Holdner will attend ALC, we have multiple graduates of such 

illustrious classes as DTMS, SHARP, UMO, ICODES, CBRN, Master Driver, BLC, Field Sanitation, and 

EOL.  We are also sending personnel to Air Assault, Ranger, and Mountaineering.   

Overall it has been a very busy year.  Thanks to all of the families for the support that you put into 

your loved ones.  The companionship that crosses the dive field reminds us every day that the 74th and the 

entire dive field is the best family in the military! 

 

HOOYAH, DEEP SEA! 

CPT Doblar and 1SG Green stand at the head of the formation during the change of 
command on Kuwait Naval Base 
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92nd Engineer Battalion 
86th Engineer Dive Detachment 
CPT Charles Ciliske 

 
Marhabaan min al Kuyat!  Hello from Kuwait!  The 86th EN DET (DIVE), the Fightin’ Beavers, 

have taken over from the 74th and have been busy little beavers out here, building relations, projects, 

bodies and careers in the process.  About half way through the deployment and we have already racked up 

some impressive stats. 

1LT Andrews, SFC Forkhamer, and SFC 

Turner provided bridging expertise and support to 

101st ABN DIV and the Iraqi Army in Taji, Iraq in 

March.  Next, SSG Kuhn and SFC Forkhamer led a 

two week Multi-National, Joint underwater welding 

training exercise with the Kuwait Navy and Coast 

Guard; the first time those two agencies have ever 

worked cooperatively.  We also conducted Multi-

National SCUBA training with the Kuwaiti Coast 

Guard divers at Qaru Island, about 40 miles offshore 

of Kuwait Naval Base.  Next, as the Marine 

Expeditionary Units come through KNB, we have provided chamber support and conducted cross-training 

with the 26th MEU USMC Force Recon Divers.  Currently, 1SG Chebahtah is planning for the next round 

of joint training with Force Recon Divers from the 13th MEU in July.  The 86th also provided support to 

the International Mine Countermeasures Exercise, comprising of the US Navy, and foreign partner 

nations Kuwait, Jordan, Germany, France, and Holland.  Next, CPT Ciliske’s brain-child, Joint Helo-cast 

training, came to fruition with two iterations, training over 350 Soldiers from units such as JTF 

Longknife, ASG-KU, BSTB, 1st TSC and 82nd EN Bn and 86th DIVE.  Finally, SSG Bullington led a joint 

demolition range with the 797th EOD Detachment at the Udairi Range in northern Kuwait where the 

Beavers trained with over 1,000 lbs. of demo. 

86th Soldiers building international relations with Iraqi 
Soldiers 
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 SGT McDonald planned and executed an open water, multi-day Salvage Diver training exercise 

incorporating the XLDS, hydraulic tools, lift bag operations, and surface rigging & crane operations. 

Next, SFC Turner planned a two-week SALVEX in which the detachment raised two sunken projects 

using multiple salvage techniques.  One of the projects required 120 hours of continuous dive ops to weld 

11 patches in order to successfully raise the project.  Finally, SSG Winter is currently in the planning 

process for the detachments three week Deep Blue FTX in July to include 2 days of underwater demo in 

the Northern Arabian Gulf. 

CPT Ciliske and 1LT Andrews continue to go 1, 2 (CO, XO) in the local KNB 5k running races 

while placing Top 10 in the much larger Camp Arifjan runs.  SSG Bullington and SGT McDonald are not 

far behind them.  Our Detachment Hulks (SGT “All-Natural” Feyers and SFC “Old Man Strength” 

Turner) are leading the way with 1, 2 victories in the local weight lifting/Strongman competitions, taking 

Gold and Silver medals and a few gift cards along the way.  Finally, SSG Bradford won a Gold medal on 

the All-Star Team USA vs Kuwaiti All-Stars in basketball, plus numerous other MWR basketball tourney 

wins. 

Career progression remains top priority for the Soldiers and NCO’s of the 86th.  SPCs Bible, 

Condrac, Florida, Middlebrook and Rose completed BLC, with SPC Bible receiving the Distinguished 

Leader Award and selection to the Commandants List.  Also, SPCs Hyde and Middlebook, took BSTB 

Soldier of the Month (April and May, respectively) honors.  Next, SPCs Bible and Hyde received GOs on 

the ASG-KU SGT Promotion Board.  

Joint diving between the 86th and Kuwaiti divers Joint training between the 86th and Kuwaiti Coast 
Guard 
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SGT “Doc” Bradford is now SSG “Doc” Bradford and PFC Alegria is now SPC Alegria.  SPCs Bible, 

Florida, Rose and SGT Genz passed the Salvage Diver Board with SGT Genz pinning on his Salvage 

Diver Badge.  Next, SSG Bullington became Command Qualified and was given his unlimited supervisor 

memo.  The detachment also saw eight Soldiers earn the German Armed Forces Badge for Military 

Proficiency (GAFPB) and nine Soldiers completed the 40 hour Modern Army Combatives Level I 

Program.  Finally, a sad day for the Beavers but a positive for their Army careers, SSGs Booysen and 

Streiler will now be addressed as Mr. Booysen and Mr. Streiler as they were selected for WOCS. 

The detachment has done so much these past 4 ½ months.  The examples above don’t cover the 

nearly 40 ATFP and ships husbandry missions in and around the CENTOM AOR, with more to come.  

Nor the opportunity we have had training with surface cutting and welding projects, or side scan 

operations looking for sunken dhows.  The above examples don’t cover the many volleyball, basketball, 

chess, poker tourneys, and other MWR events that the men have participated in and the awards that they 

received from them!  Or the great times at movie nights and watching The Walking Dead or Game of 

Thrones TV series together.  Nor do the above examples capture the camaraderie and fellowship of the 

men all enjoying our meals together or the Spikeball and Cornhole games played at the detachment 

BBQs. This is a great group of Deep Sea Divers and an even greater group of men. 

With 4 ½ months left on this Detachment’s deployment and then re-set leading into the Holidays, 

the men of the 86th EN DET (DIVE), the Fightin’ Beavers, will be able to look back on a job well done 

and forward to a holiday with family and friends well deserved.  
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92nd Engineer Battalion 
511th Engineer Dive Detachment 
CPT William Guinther 
 
The 511th Engineer Dive Detachment has 

been trailblazing training opportunities 

for future Fort Eustis divers.  In the last 

year, the unit has conducted two deep 

blue supervisor trainings at Atlantic 

Underwater Test and Evaluation Center 

and Naval Diving and Salvage Training 

Center, conducted emergency patching 

and deliberate salvage at Marine Corps 

Air Station Cherry Point, conducted pier 

rehabilitation for 824th Transportation 

Company, conducted ice diving training in Norway, and supported mooring inspection and recovery 

efforts with the James River Reserve Fleet.  Deep Breath.  The team has been training aggressively to 

meet all deployment training requirements using real world missions and has performed exceptionally. 

                                   
 

SSG Fountain coming up and over after completing an ice dive 

Removal of 1,500 lb derelict concrete pile 
preventing access to the pier 

SPC Barton and SPC Mitchel cutting through 
derelict concrete piles with BROCO 
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     The command team is thankful to have such a professional and motivated team.  The OPTEMPO of 

the unit could have been a detriment to morale, but under the strong leadership, the team has been able to 

overcome every challenge presented to them.  Specifically, SSG Esqueda, SSG Karraker, SSG Bevell, 

and SSG Moogan demonstrated selfless leadership as squad leaders under the effective platoon leadership 

of SSG Fountain and 1LT Rice.  Every Soldier on the team has risen to the challenge of being a Denizen 

of the Deep, and this year is a testament to hard work and perseverance.  

 Of note, the team was able to raise the largest salvage project since operation Restore Hope in 

Somalia in 1991.  The salvage project was a decommissioned 110 foot Coast Guard Cutter that was 170 

tons.  Within 16 hours of starting to deliberately sinking the vessel, all four breaches in the hull were 

patched, and the vessel was back on surface.  Penetration diving was used to ensure the strong backs on  

 

the patches were seated correctly.  Ultimately, this was a validation of Army Diving capability to reduce 

obstacles in littoral waterways using salvage techniques.  Although every Soldier on the team worked 

tirelessly on this project, SSG Bevell led the project with meticulous planning and expertise throughout 

the process, and the training would not have been a success without him. 

  

 

511th Dive Detachment victorious on the raised 110 foot 
CG Cutter 

Both a 1500 Godwin and 2000 GPM ESSM Pump 
dewatering the vessel late into the night 
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The team is ready to overcome any issues that arise overseas and is looking forward to 

representing Army diving with well trained and highly motivated Soldiers. 

 

The 511th wishes the following Soldiers a fond farewell and following seas! 

 

CPT Steven Pingree - ETS for professional engineering job in Texas 

1LT Tyler LeRoy - Tech DP in USACE Seattle District 

SFC Joshua West - PCS to Fort Leonard Wood 

 

The 511th recently welcomes the following Soldiers: 

 

CPT William Guinther 

1LT Grant Rice 

1SG Tyler Dodd 

SSG Arthur LeForge 

SSG Christopher Esqueda 

SGT Christopher Miller 

SGT Christian Weber 

SPC Eric Mitchel 

SPC Mathew Barton 

PFC Michael Pate 

PFC Nathaniel Marquez 
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92nd Engineer Battalion 
569th Engineer Dive Detachment 
CPT Daniel Arnold 
 

Greetings to all from the Megalodon detachment!  The divers of the mighty 569th have been hard 

at work the last six months.  Despite numerous personnel transitions, the Soldiers and NCOs haven't 

missed a beat.  Sense coming out of reset in January, the 569th has said goodbye to CPT Zach Chrismon, 

SFC Blanchard Woodcox, SSG Daniel Giagnocavo, SSG Sky Schofield, SSG Arthur LeForge, SGT 

Jordan Ramirez, SGT Christopher Miller, SGT Jesse Gutierrez, and SPC Nathaniel Marquez.  To all of 

you, HOOYAH! DEEP SEA and thank you for your hard work and dedication to the detachment.  New to 

the detachment are SFC Sean Rowley, SSG Matthew Tommaso (again), SGT Zach Holder, SGT Kyle 

Bradley, SPC Tzadi Bazzey, PFC Pierce Castro, PFC Dakota Lee, PFC Kyle Lemos, and PFC Austin 

Hendrickson.  Welcome to the team! 

 
Roguish Buoy 2016 

 

Training has been fast and furious for the 569th from the late winter though the early summer.  In 

February, SSG Grover and LT Colvin led a squad to British Columbia, Canada to participate in the annual 

Roguish Buoy Training Exercise.  The experience was a great opportunity to share TTPs with NATO 

allies and enhance our future interoperability.  In March, the primary training exercise was a Salvage 
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Diver Rodeo executed locally at Third Port.  The entire exercise was planned and executed by SGT 

Yeaple during a period of major transition in the NCO ranks.  Despite our personnel shortages, SGT 

Yeaple did an outstanding job with the training and greatly enhanced our 2nd Class diver's ability to 

operate effectively underwater. 

 
 

In April, SSG Janusz planned and 

executed hydrographic survey and side 

scan sonar training in the James River, 

incorporating tactical scenarios and 

allowing the detachment to react to enemy 

contact while on the project site.  In May, 

SSG Wilson planned and executed a two 

week SALVEX on MDSU-2's salvage 

project at JEB Little Creek.  Both SSG 

Wilson and SSG Janusz did a great job 

planning and organizing the training. 

Hydro and Side Scan Training-James River, Fort Eustis, VA 
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During the month of June, the 569th has remained busy with SSG Tommaso and his seven 

personnel supporting JLOTS 16 in Tacoma, WA.  SSG Tommaso has done a great job integrating dive 

assets into the joint task force and maximizing the training value of the exercise.  In the rear, the 

detachment has been prepping for a 22-23 June surface demolitions range at Yorktown Naval Weapons 

Station, and conducted a site reconnaissance at Fort Bragg, NC for a future underwater demolition project 

to be completed in September. 

 In addition to all the great training, there has also been a number of new babies to welcome into 

the Megalodon family.  Congratulations to Doc Lloyd-Perry and her new baby girl Olivia, SPC Plummer 

and his new baby boy Sean, SSG Schofield and his new baby boy Maylen, and SSG Wilson and his new 

baby girl Adalynn.  Moving forward, the detachment plans to continue training hard in preparation for its 

spring 2017 deployment.  HOOYAH! DEEP SEA! 
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USADA 
Jim Heimbach 
 

U.S. ARMY DIVER’S ONLINE STORE 

The U.S. Army Diver’s Association has made several major changes to the online store.  Several 

of the old items have been removed due to their unpopularity (no recent sales) and many new items have 

taken their place.  Please go to: “usarmydeepseadivers.com/diver_depot.html” to see the changes.  Most 

exciting are the new ordering options.  Four selection and purchasing options are available to us now 

thanks to the leadership in Apparel Manufacturing and their forward thinking.  I’ve made several 

purchases of the new items and they look GREAT! 

 

U.S. ARMY DIVER’S REUNION 2017 

Planning for the 2017 diver’s reunion is underway.  Go to the Association’s website for more 

information.  The website will be updated with new information as soon as it comes available.  Be sure to 

check the tabs “Events” and “News”.  Please mark your calendars for 21- 24 September of 2017.  Pack 

your bags and meet me in the Newport News area for some great face to face time with your deep sea 

breathern.  You might want to call your old buddies and make sure they are in attendance.  The 2017 

Reunion will be a formal affair. 

 


